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We show that the strong Burnside problem has an affirmative answer for 
semigroups of finite dimensional matrices over a field. As a corollary of this 
result and the proof of a theorem of Procesi, it follows that a torsion semi- 
group embeddable in the multiplicative semigroup of an algebra over a field 
satisfying a polynomial identity is locally finite. We prove, more generally, that 
a torsion semigroup of matrices over a skew field all of whose subgroups are 
locally finite is locally finite. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The strong Burnside Problem is the question whether every torsion group 
is locally finite. The weak Burnside Problem is the question whether every 
torsion group, in which the order of every element is less than a fixed integer, 
is locally finite. Both questions have obvious generalizations to semigroups. 
The weak Burnside Problem has been shown to have a negative answer by 
Novikov and Adjan [IO]. The corresponding problem for semigroups had 
been answered in the negative many years earlier by Morse and Hedlund [9], 
who exhibited an infinite semigroup 5’ having three generators and satisfying 
x2 = 0 for all x in S (see also [20]). 
* The results of this paper were presented at the Cambridge (Massachusetts) 
meeting of the American Mathematical Society, October 27, 1973. 
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For groups having faithful representation by matrices over a field, however, 
the strong Burnside Problem has an affirmative answer. This has been shown 
many years ago by Schur [13], who used a result of Burnside. Schur’s 
theorem, for matrices over the field of the complex numbers, was extended by 
Kaplansky [4] to matrices over arbitrary fields. Zalcstein [I71 has proved a 
partial generalization of Schur’s theorem to semigroups. In this paper we 
remove the restriction imposed in [17] and prove the full generalization of 
Kaplansky’s extension to semigroups. 
Our proof is combinatorial and thus can be extended slightly to apply to 
semigroups of matrices over skew fields, provided that all subgroups are 
locally finite. Processi [II] and Herstein (unpublished) have generalized the 
Burnside-Schur Theorem to groups that are embeddable in a ring that 
satisfies a polynomial identity. As a corollary of our theorem and of Procesi’s 
proof of a special case of the Procesi-Herstein Theorem, it follows that a 
torsion semigroup embeddable in an algebra over a field satisfying a poly- 
nomial identity is locally finite. 
2. THE THEOREM 
A semigroup S is torsion (or periodic) if, for all x in S, the subsemigroup 
generated by x is finite, or, equivalently, there are positive integers m, Y, 
such that x”+~ = xm. S is locally jkite if all its finitely generated subsemi- 
groups are finite. 
BURNSIDE-SCHUR THEOREM. Any torsion group of n-by-n matrices over a 
field is locally jkite. 
For a proof see [2, p. 661 or [4, p. 1051. It is to be noted that we are using 
the version of the theorem as strengthened by Kaplansky to arbitrary fields. 
Our theorem is the following generalization of this theorem to semigroups: 
THEOREM. z4ny torsion semigroup of n-by-n matrices over a jeld is locally 
Jinite. 
Proof. We will need some word-set notation, more familiar to automata 
theorists than to algebraists (see McNaughton and Yamada [S]). Let X be a 
finite nonempty set and let X* denote the free monoid generated by X. We 
consider the elements of X* as words over X. The identity element of X* is 
is the null word and is denoted by h. Let A and B be subsets of X*; then 
AB =(vw:v~A,w~B}, 
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where juxtaposition denotes concatenation of words. A” is defined recursively 
as 
A” = {h}, ALi1 = AA" , 
A* = (j Ak. 
k=O 
Let S be a monoid generated by X. Then there is a surjective homo- 
morphism 4: X* -+ S. Note that +(A U B) =$(A) U $(B); $(A@ = 
+(A)+(B); if A is not the empty set then+(A*) is the submonoid of S generated 
by +(A); and $(h) is the identity element. An element of X* will be denoted 
by w. If w = wrwa then wr is aprejix of w and wa is a su@x of w. 
LEMMA. A torsion semigroup of invertible linear transformations on a 
vector space is a group. 
Proof. If P++” = tmL then tq is an idempotent for some q. If t is invertible 
then tq is invertible and must be the identity. t*-i is the inverse oft (which is t 
itself if q = l), and so the semigroup is a group. 
(We note that this lemma is valid if the vector space is over a skew field.) 
We can now proceed to prove the theorem. Let S be the given torsion 
semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S having a finite set of generators, 
X. By adjoining an identity element if necessary, we may assume that T is a 
monoid. 
We prove that T is finite by proving the following assertion by induction on 
h: T has finitely many distinct matrices of rank n - lz. 
The case h = 0 follows easily from the Burnside-Schur Theorem: Let T’ 
be the subset of T consisting of the matrices of rank n, i.e., the invertible 
matrices. Clearly T’ is a subsemigroup of T, and since T is torsion so is T’. 
By virtue of the one-to-one correspondence between linear transformations 
and matrices, the Lemma applies and T’ is a group. Furthermore, T’ is 
generated by the subset of X consisting of the invertible matrices (since a 
product of matrices is invertible if and only if each of the factors is invertible). 
Thus T’ is finitely generated as a semigroup and, a fortiori, also as a group, 
and is therefore finite by the Burnside-Schur Theorem. 
Assume now that the set of matrices of rank greater than n - h in T is 
finite. We must prove that there are only finitely many matrices in T of rank 
n - h. We prove first that among the elements of T there are only finitely 
many distinct ranges of dimension n - h. (The argument holds more generally 
for matrices over skew fields.) Let us say that a word w in X* has rank r if 
4(w) has rank r, where 4 is the surjective homomorphism onto T. Let w be a 
word of rank n - h. Factor w as wlwZwQ , where waws is the shortest suffix of 
w of rank n - h and wz is the shortest prefix of w2w3 of rank n - h. Note that 
w, cannot be the null word, but wr or wa or both may be null. 
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The range of w = wrwawa is included in the range of wawa , by the nature 
of the corresponding linear transformations. But since rank(w) = rank(w,w,), 
range(w) = range(w,w,). Thus wi is immaterial as far as the range is con- 
cerned. Since no proper prefix of wa is of rank n - h, w2 = w2’x, where x E X 
and w2’ (possibly null) is of rank greater than n - h. By the induction hypo- 
thesis, as we vary w over all words of rank n - h, there are only finitely many 
distinct +(~a’). Since X is also finite, it follows that there are only finitely 
many +(~a). Furthermore, since no proper suffix of wawa is of rank 71 - h, w3 
has a rank greater than n - h. By the induction hypothesis, as w varies over 
all words of rank 1z - h, there are only finitely many distinct $(~a). It follows 
that there are only finitely many distinct +(wawa) and, consequently, there are 
only finitely many ranges of dimension n - h. 
Let Vi ,..., V, be all the ranges of dimension n - h. Define a partial 
function .f : (V, ,..., VP} X X + {VI ,..., VP> by f( Vi , X) = Vj if 4(x) maps 
Vi onto Vj , for some j; otherwise let f(Vi , x) be undefined. Note that if 
w = Xl “’ x, ) each xk E X and d(w) maps Vi onto Vj , then there must be a 
sequence VkO , Vk, ,..., Vkq such that VkO = Vi, V,, = Vj and for all m, 
0 < m < 4 - Lf(Vkm, xmL1) = V7c,+, . 
For the remainder of the argument, it will be convenient to think of 
v1 )...) v, as nodes of a graph, with a directed branch from Vi to Vj labeled 
x whenever f(V, , x) = Vi , for x in X. If w = xi ... x, , and there is a 
sequence VkO ,..., Vkq such that Vk,+* = f( Vk, , x,+~) for 0 < m < 4 - 1, 
then we say that w takes Vk, to Vkq and through Vk, , Vk2 ,..., Vkq-, . Note 
that going through a node involves both “entering” and “leaving” that node; 
thus w does not take Vk, “through” VkO or VkQ unless one of these is equal to 
some V, , 1 <m<p-1. 
We de%ne CY: to be the set of all words over X that take Vi to Vj but not 
through any V,, , for m > k. Thus c& is a (possibly empty) subset of X if 
i f j, and is a subset of X u (A} if i = j. Furthermore, for all i, j, k such that 
1 <tj,k <pp, 
k 
olij = olfj k-1 u &,-‘(a;,‘)* cg’. (*) 
(See Section 2 of McNaughton-Yamada [8] or Chapter 2, Section 36 
of Takahashi [19]). 
Let w take Vi to Vj and define &(w) to be the linear transformation from 
Vi to Vi induced by 4(w). Note that if i = j, &(w) is an invertible linear 
transformation on Vi . 
Let w be a word over X of rank n - h and write w as wiwa , where w, is the 
shortest prefix of w of rank II - h. Then the range of wi is some Vi and w2 
takes Vi to some Vi , Vj being the range of 4(w). Recalling the proof above 
that there are finitely many ranges of dimension n - h, we see that as w varies 
over all words of rank n - h, there are only finitely many ~(wJ. We note that 
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if w,’ is the shortest prefix of rank n - h of w’ = wr’wa’ which is of rank 
n - h, if +(wr’) = $(wJ and if &(w,‘) = &(ws) then $(w’) = C+(W). Our 
objective of proving that there are finitely many C(w) will be achieved, 
therefore, once we have succeeded in proving that there are finitely many 
Mw2>* 
To this end we observe that, for a fixed i, the set of words wa which take 
Vi to some Vj is, Uj a$. , so 
{&(ws): wa takes Vi to Vj , for somej} = & 
Since & preserves unions, our proof will be complete when we show that, for 
each i and j, &(a;) is finite. We do this by showing that &(c& is finite for 
all i and j, by induction on K. 
Since afi C X u {h}, az is finite. As an induction hypothesis, assume that 
+i(~t9:1) is finite, for all i and j. By (*), we obtain 
Thus it will suffice to prove that Q, = &((&‘)*) is finite. Put Q = +((c&‘)*). 
Both Q and Qlc are semigroups, being closed under the product operation. 
For wr , wa E (c&‘)*, +(wr) = $(~a) implies Ck(wr) = &(~a). Thus, for 
t E Q, #(t) = &($-l(t)) is a singleton of QB . Furthermore, since 4 and & are 
homomorphisms, so is 4. 
The semigroup Qlc, being the homomorphic image of the subsemigroup Q 
of the torsion semigroup T, is torsion. But, since each of its elements is an 
invertible linear transformation on V, , by the Lemma Qlc is a group. Also it 
is generated by #~~(a&‘) which is finite by the induction hypothesis. So, by the 
Burnside-Schur Theorem, Qk is finite, concluding the proof of the theorem. 
3. COROLLARIES OF THE THEOREM 
To our knowledge, the extendability of the Burnside-Schur Theorem to 
matrices over a skew field is an open question. The following (which, strictly 
speaking, is a corollary to the proof rather than to the theorem) shows that 
if the Burnside-Schur Theorem can be so extended then our theorem can 
also be extended to matrices over a skew field. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S be a torsion semigroup of n-by-n matrices over a 
skew field. If all subgroups of S are locally Fnite then S ts locally jkite. 
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Proof. Following the proof of our theorem in Section 2: The case h = 0 
follows from the hypothesis that all subgroups of S are locally finite. The only 
other modification is in the last part of the proof. Since the homomorphic 
image of a locally finite group is locally finite and since Qlc is finitely generated, 
we can prove Qlc finite if we can prove it is the homomorphic image of a 
subgroup of T. Thus it will suffice to prove the following: 
LEMMA. Let S be a torsion semigroup of n-by-n matrices over a skew field. 
Consider the matrices in S as linear transformations of an n-dimensional vector 
space V. Let U be a subspace of V. Let R be a subsemigroup of S all of whose 
elements M are linear transformations having U as an invariant subspace and 
such that M restricted to U is invertible. Let g be the homomorphism mapping 
each M in R to its restriction to U. H = g(R) is a group and there is a subgroup 
G of R such that H = g(G). 
Proof of Lemma. Since R is nonempty and torsion, at least one of its 
elements is idempotent and effects the identity transformation on U. Hence 
H has an identity 1. Choose an idempotent e such that g(e) = 1 and such that 
e has smallest rank among all idempotents which map to 1. Let G = eRe. 
Then g(G) = g(e) g(R) g(e) = g(R) = H. G is a monoid with identity e. 
Claim. e is the only idempotent in G. Let f be another idempotent in 
G; then g(f) is an idempotent in H. But H has only one idempotent, 
namely 1, so g( f ) = 1. Now, f = exe, so rank(f) < rank(e), and by the 
minimality of e, rank( f ) = rank(e); therefore, range( f ) = range(e). Since an 
idempotent transformation is the identity on its range, vef = ve for all 
vectors v in V. So ef = e. But since ef = eexe = exe = f, e = f, proving the 
claim. 
Now, since G is torsion, for each y E G , y” = e, for some n and yn-l is 
the inverse of y. Thus G is a group, completing the proof of both the Lemma 
and Corollary 1. 
A class of semigroups of particular interest in automata theory is the class 
of semigroups having only trivial (i.e., one-element) subgroups (see [5], [7], 
[14]). Corollary 1 clearly implies that our theorem can be generalized to this 
class of semigroups of matrices over a skew field. 
Another class of semigroups of interest in automata theory is the class of 
locally testable semigroups, which is a subclass of the class of semigroups 
having only trivial subgroups. Locally testable languages were introduced by 
McNaughton and Papert [7], and locally testable semigroups by Zalcstein [I 51 
(see also [l], [6]). The definition of “k-testable” that follows is another slight 
variation of others appearing in the literature, although the resulting concept 
of local testability coincides with the concept as used in the other references. 
Let k be a positive integer. For a word w = x1 ... x, , with n 3 k, let 
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I&(W) and Rk(zu) be, respectively, the prefix of w of length k and the suffix 
of w of length k, and let S,(w) = {xi ... ~~+~-r: 1 < i < n - k + l}. Let S 
be a semigroup and let Sf be the free semigroup generated by the set S. S is 
1 -testable if for any two words wr , w2 in S+, -Wd = Mw,), WwJ = Nw2) 
and S,(w,) = S,(w,) imply that wr and w2 multiply in S to the same element. 
Let k > 1; then S is k-testable if for any two words wr , w2 of length >k, 
L,-,(w,) = L,-,(w,), R,-,(w,) = li,-r(w,) and S,(w,) = S,(w,) imply that 
wr and w2 multiply in S to the same element. S is locally testable if it is 
k-testable, for some positive integer k. 
Corollary 1 specializes to yield an affirmative answer to the question left 
open in [16] that was the original motivation for our research. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S be a torsion semigroup of n-by-n matrices over a skew 
field. Then S is locally testable ;f and only if, for every idempotent e in S, eSe 
is idempotent and commutative. 
Proof. The “only if” part is proved in [16, Proposition 21. To prove the 
“if” part it suffices, by Theorem 3 of [16], to show that S is locally finite, 
which follows from Corollary 1. 
As is pointed out in [16], local testability can be viewed as a nontrivial 
generalization of the notion of nilpotence, while the condition of Corollary 2 
(for torsion semigroups) is a generalization of the notion of a nil semigroup. 
Thus, Corollary 2 can be viewed as a generalization of the following well 
known result (which can also be easily deduced from Corollary 1). 
COROLLARY 3. Any nil semigroup of n-by-n matrices over a skew field is 
nilpotent of degree at most n. 
Finally, from our Theorem and the proof of Corollary 1 of Procesi [ll], 
we obtain the following generalization of Procesi’s Theorem to semigroups: 
COROLLARY 4. Any torsion semigroup that can be embedded in the multi- 
plicative semigroup of an algebra over a Jield satisfying a polynomial identity is 
locally finite. 
Proof. Procesi’s proof carries over almost verbatim; the only exceptions 
are that, first, an element x of a torsion semigroup satisfies xm+r = x” rather 
than xm = 1, and, second, that our theorem is used in place of the Burnside- 
Schur Theorem. 
Note added in proof. C. Procesi has informed US that Corollary 4 can be extended 
to PI rings that are not necessarily algebras over a field. 
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